A short biographical sketch of Oskar Fabian, the first Professor of Mathematical Physics at the University of Lviv is given. A complete bibliography is presented.
Introduction
A rapid development of physics in the course of the 19th century led to the narrowing of the specialization among physicists. As a result, in the second half of the 19th century theoreticians started to occupy separate chairs at universities, where extraordinary and later ordinary professorships in mathematical physics (this is how theoretical physics was called at that time) were created [1] . This process was primarily typical for Germany and Austria, as well as for the lands of the German language influence ( [2] , p. 49-51). Just to mention a couple of names, Rudolf Clausius was appointed to the Chair of Mathematical Physics at the Polytechnikum in Zürich in 1855, Ludwig Boltzmann became an extraordinary professor of mathematical physics at the University of Graz in 1863 and an ordinary professor there in 1869, Emil Warburg was hired as an extraordinary professor of mathematical physics at the University of Strassburg, Gustav Kirchhoff occupied the Chair of Mathematical Physics at the University of Berlin in 1875. Even earlier chairs elsewhere, such as that at the University of Turin, where Avogadro was appointed in 1821 [3] , and later Cauchy in 1831 ( [4] , p. 368), stand somewhat aside from this process, concerning this branch physics rather nomine, non re, as they did not become theoretical chairs later in the history. Note that the first chair of mathematical physics in the U.S. was established in 1871 at Yale College and was occupied by Josiah Willard Gibbs ( [5] , p. 56).
The Jagiellonian University in Cracow and the University of Lviv/Lwów/Lemberg were among those where the first departments of mathematical physics were created in the years 1872-73, and headed by Edward Skiba and Oskar Fabian, respectively [6] .
Biography
Oskar Fabian (see Fig. 1 ) was born on February 28, 1846, in Nowy Dwór (near Warsaw) in the family of Szymon Fabian, a pharmacist, and his wife Bertha. In 1864, he finished the Gymnasium in Warsaw and entered the Warsaw Main School (Szkoła Główna). There Oskar Fabian studied at the Physico-Mathematical Faculty until 1868 and then continued his education at the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Vienna (1868-1870). There, on May 10, 1870, Oskar Fabian obtained the doctorate and then moved to the University of Heidelberg (1870-1871). In Vienna, he was also qualified as a teacher of mathematics and physics for gymnasia (high schools). In the years 1871-1873, Oskar Fabian was a teacher in the Real School in Lviv [7, 8] .
In 1872, he obtained Veniam Legendi and became a private docent of mathematical physics in the University of Lviv [9] University of Lviv [10] . In the years 1876-1881 Oskar Fabian was simultaneously a private docent at the Lviv Polytechnics [10, 11] .
Oskar Fabian was the Dean of the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Lviv twice, in 1884/85 [8, 10] and 1896/97 [12] . In the years 1877-80 he was the secretary and in 1882-83 was elected the president of the Copernicus Naturalist Society in Lviv (Towarzystwo Przyrodników imienia Kopernika we Lwowie), and was later a vice-president for several years. In 1874 Dr. Fabian became a member of the Examination Commission for the teachers of gymnasia and real schools [13] . Oskar Fabian was also a member of the Leopoldina Academy in Halle since 1885 [14] . In May, 1883, he was nominated as a corresponding member of the Academy of Learning (Akademia Umiejętności) in Cracow; however he gathered seven votes instead of required eight, and thus failed to be elected [15] .
Oskar Fabian was active in popularizing science. [17] .
The data on Professor Fabian's personal life are rather scarce. His wife Eugenia (1854-1922) was a daughter of Wawrzyniec (Lorenz) Żmurko, a mathematician known as a precursor of the Lviv Mathematical School. Oskar's younger brother Aleksander (1847-1910) followed their father's profession and became a physician [7, 18] .
Oskar Fabian died on October 27, 1899 in Lviv, aged 53 [12, 19] , and was buried at the Lychakiv cementary (Cmentarz Łyczakowski, see Fig. 2 ). Scientific interests of Dr. Fabian included various aspects of mathematics (in particular the problems of series convergence), physics (propagation of light, properties of water and ice, radiant state of matter), as well as some issues of astronomy, meteorology, and pedagogy. He authored over thirty publications, which are listed in the next Section. The list contains in particular several re- views on topical questions of modern science, a school textbook on mathematics (in Polish and German) and a university course on analytical mechanics (Fig. 3) .
Unfortunately, despite his short, but vivid organizational and scientific life, Oskar Fabian did not leave scientific successors. After his untimely demise in 1899, the chair at Lviv University was occupied by famous Polish physicist, Marian Smoluchowski.
Bibliography of Oskar Fabian
The compilation of this bibliography began with a list of publications given by Finkel and Starzyński [10] . Other important sources include Karol Estreicher's bibliography [20] and accounts on Polish scientific writings [21] . The papers in the publications of the Academy of Learning can be cross-checked in [22] . Unfortunately, these sources do not provide exact references in all the cases, and sometimes give only an approximate title of a paper.
In order to obtain the complete publication list, all the issues of Kosmos for the years 1876-1899 as well as the relevant journals of the Academy of Learning were checked throughout.
To avoid mistakes, all the positions in the list below were checked de visu. The initial pages of some papers are shown in Figs. 4- 
